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So the end of Term 1 already and what a large number of changes
we have experienced. As we know information can alter on a daily
basis and we have attempted to keep you updated when information
affects school without bombarding as there is enough of that in the
media. This process has certainly been new learning for all of us
and now that it is clearer that the at school and at home options will
continue into Term 2 we are able to meet this head-on. Rather than
me repeat things that you have already heard in notes home etc. I
thought I would attach something that I received through the
Department. This transcript comes from Karen Tui Boyes, an
international speaker and a champion for lifelong learning. I hope
some of it resonates and is useful
Parenting Corona Kids and some tips and ideas to make the
next few weeks work…

the numbers of COVID 19 cases rise, so do our anxiety levels and
our children’s. They will not only pick it up from the media, they will
definitely catch it from you. Limit the coverage for you and them to
10 minutes a day.
Find the humour and share it…
It might not seem like it now, however there will be heaps of funny
times to remember. Create a collection jar and write the funny
stories on note paper and place in the jar. Share the humour online
if you wish. While you are laughing, you cannot experience fear or
anxiety.
Allow and Acknowledge Emotions – yours and theirs!

Inspired by Lauren Parsons and her ‘Snack on Exercise’ programme
take breaks for some quick exercise. In my office we have a phone
alarm set for 10.30am and 2.30pm. When it goes off, we play loud
music and have a 1-2 minute dance party. We then return to work
like nothing happened! It helps to keep our energy high and maintain
our focus longer. Try it and see.
Encourage children to help around the home
Now is a great time for teaching your children how to do the age
appropriate jobs and ensure they are done to your standard. There
is a difference between sweeping and moving dirt from one side to
the other or removing the dirt.
Limit the COVID 19 social media and TV news announcements
Neuroscientists have found we have mirror neurons in the brain that
cause us to mirror the emotions and actions of those around us. As

Enjoy your children

When our regular ways of being are not accessible it can be an emotional
ride. It might start out as an exciting adventure and then tip into a dip of
despair. You might find the five stages of grief show up in the next few
First and foremost, if your children are home from school you are not weeks or in one day!
expected to be the Teacher. You are the Parent. It is important to ensure  Shock & Denial – most of us have started here – not really believing
you are clear on your role. If Teachers have set work, encourage your child this is happening and thinking we will wake up tomorrow and it’s all over.
to complete it. If a Teacher is offering online classes encourage your child to
 Pain & Guilt – as the shock wears off it is often replaced with the pain
join in and participate. For many of them this will feel weird and strange and
of understanding what you can’t do, people you can’t see in person,
some will love it. If it gets all too hard on any given day, allow them to stop,
opportunities that are lost. Life feels scary and chaotic.
come back to it at a later stage, or simply treat the rest of the day like the
 Anger & Bargaining – bottled up emotion can be released at this
school holidays.
stage. Children might tell you that you are the worst parent in the world, or
Here are some ideas that might help navigate this tricky time…
scream it isn’t fair. They might try to convince you that it OK for them to go
Set up or Maintain Routines
This is really important, even if your child has no school work to do. Humans play at the park, because others are doing it. Acknowledge the anger,
have a need for certainty, knowing what is going to happen. In these tricky frustration and fear at this stage and remind yourself it is all part of the
times that can be a challenge. Have or create a morning routine that works journey.
for all of you. Breakfast is the best meal of the day for the learning brain, so  Loneliness – how each person deals with being separated from
make a family occasion out of it. The more you can keep every day the society will vary, especially depending on how extrovert or introvert they
same, the more settled your child is likely to be. are. Introverts are likely to love staying away from the busy crowds and loud
As after school activities are cancelled, make your own afternoon routines. noises while extroverts will find it harder to be away from the energy and
Maybe story reading time, a board game, movie time, jumping on the buzz of other people. Connecting via the internet might be an option. In my
trampoline, dance party, make a meal together and so on. first six days of self-isolation I have held a virtual happy hour and an online
Continue or create a special bedtime routine. You may even find you have a games night with my friends. I’m sure in the next weeks I will host a quiz
little more time to devote to this and it becomes a special ritual that you night and perhaps even an online dance party.
continue for years to come.
Acceptance and Hope – this will be when you get into a pattern, a way of
Eat healthy meals
being that suits your family and you will be able to see a way forward.
Your family’s immune system will be boosted with more fresh fruit and One of my mentors, Robin Sharma, says; “Change is hard at first, messy in
vegetables. Ensure your children are drinking plenty of fresh water and are the middle and gorgeous at the end.” Acknowledge the emotions, allow
eating healthy snacks between meals. The fridge can be a huge temptation them and accept them.
(for all of us) when we are at home. Create meal times and snack times like Use Positive Language
at work or school to minimise the constant grazing. A reminder that often Avoid using emotive language such as crisis, tough and emergency. Instead
when children are hungry, they are really thirsty.
talk about tricky or interesting times. Your children are watching you for
Take exercise breaks
cues on how an adult responds to challenging situations.
Have fun while you have your children at home. So many parents say;
“They grow up so fast.” Now you have the opportunity to be with them.
Make blanket forts, go outside in your front or back yard and listen to the
birds, have a snowball fight with rolled up socks. Play games together.
Learn new skills such as playing knuckle bones, knitting, gardening, movie
making on your phone, making a bed, the list is endless.

Make time for your own mental health

Children can be relentless and you need to look after yourself. Maybe you
get up slightly earlier than they do and have some quality time to yourself.
Find time for yourself in whatever way works for you; a bubble bath, reading
a book, yoga practice, exercise. Keeping yourself well is paramount to your
family’s wellbeing. At times, this is likely to be a stressful time, so

remember you don’t have to like your children all the time.
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Continued from front page
Take perspective

My grandparents were asked to go to war and fight and die for their country. Anne Frank spent 765 days hiding in a small
room without making a noise. We are being asked to wash our hands and stay at home. It is a small price to pay for the
greater good.
Lasting thoughts…

If there was one word I could leave you with, it’s memories. Make memories of fun, togetherness and family. These weeks
will be over sooner than you know. What a gift we have all been given to press the ‘reset’ button and make memories for a
lifetime.
Enjoy the holidays and we look forward to hearing and sharing some of the new and innovative ways you have managed to
keep your family entertained.
Take care
Sharon, Luke and Kirsty

Class Awards and Photos
Class Value Awards

Aneeka Arts
Ethan Hardie
Kaleb Hoffmann
Hunter Brooke
Jonathan Cawrse
Evan Cawrse
Connor Wright
Faith Quinn
Tyler Wildbore
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Volunteer Reading Program/Reading at Home—Nicole Lindner

Volunteer Reading Program
Reading Skills: Concepts of Print
Before children begin formal reading instruction
they need awareness of concepts of print.
Concepts of print includes skills such as
understanding the parts of a book, where to find
information about the author and illustrator, what
a blurb is, the difference between words and
sentences, what punctuation is and which way
we track print.
Reading books with young children and talking
with them about the parts of a book, who the
author is, who the illustrator is and where the
title is written will help them to develop their
understanding of concepts of print. If your child
isn’t reading independently yet, you can support
them to develop their concepts of print by
helping them to point to the words while
you read picture books. This is an excellent
way to teach word and sentence recognition; it
also teaches children that we read from left to
right and top to bottom.

SAKGP—Room 1 and 7
Well it has certainly been a very busy,
but productive time in the kitchen
garden program this term. We have
planted strawberry plants in the pallet
beds. Removed all the seeds from the
Sun Flowers ready to replant again in
the Spring. We managed to grow a
good amount of fresh produce and
yesterday we collected all that was
ready and we put it on the Grow Free
Cart out the front of the school. We
had spinach, mint, carrots, potatoes
and tomatoes.
Watch this space for Term 2’s growing
and harvesting of fresh produce.
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Preschool with Melissa and Emily

We have had a very quiet last week of term at Preschool. We decided
to keep things low key and just enjoy the simple things; Sandpit play,
Totem-Tennis and to finish it off we had an Easter Egg hunt around
the grounds. We would like to wish all our families a safe, happy and
healthy break and we look forward to seeing you all next Term.
Melissa, Emily, Peta, Sharna and Kerri

Korean—with Miss Rebecca

Room 3 Poetry ~ Pepper Batten
Solitary Existence
The small shack upon the cliff standing all alone.
The small shack upon the cliff the one I call home.
The shack protects me fro the world.
Like a clam protecting it’s precise pearl.
My tear dripping is the only noise.
As I sit ion my balcony and stare into the void.
No one can save me from this void.
No one can save me from this pain.
All this isolation is driving me insane.
I scream for help but I’m alone.
I make no noise like as if my mouths been sewn.
I can’t climb this emotional ladder.
Because I feel like my fragile body gonna break
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BREAKFAST CLUB
On Wednesday 4th March, we were very fortunate to have Shenae
Osman - Northern Area Co-ordinator for “Kickstart For Kids” join us for
Breakfast. Shenae brought along Bec and Cheryl who are volunteers
through Hood Sweeney from the Clare and Burra office. Hood Sweeney
is an accounting firm based in Adelaide and regional areas. As a company they have decided to get onboard and do
their bit for the community, through volunteering through Kickstart for Kids. We are looking forward to seeing some
new faces every 3 weeks on a Wednesday.

POPCORN DAY
Through our connections with the community, last year we were gifted a fabulous vintage popcorn machine from the
very generous John, previous owner of the Gawler cinema. We have used this at some of our earlier Movie Nights
and Discos.
We knew the students would enjoy the opportunity t have some freshly made popcorn at
recess time, so back Wednesday of Week 5 we organised a “Popcorn Day”. What a huge
success it was not only did the students enjoy the eating of it but we also raised over
$200. Keep an eye out for the next one as it could b very soon on the agenda.
Thankyou to Room 2 for your help on the day.
Jayne Tiller
Community Engagement Officer
Jayne.Tiller14@schools.sa.edu.au

Term 1 Open Morning

Thank you to all parents and families who attended
open morning 2020. It was so nice to see so many
families enjoying the activities with the students and of
course the lovely morning tea provided by staff
afterwards. Thank you to all staff for creating
informative and stimulating class activities.

